The mathematical community in North America is well-informed about The Putnam Mathematical Competition which "has been a factor of the outmost importance in arousing and stimulating interest in mathematics in the colleges and universities of the United States and Canada... The competition has undoubtedly played no small part in raising the status, the level and standards of mathematical education." [2] . The benefits of the competition are hard to underestimate. The competition has promoted mathematical consciousness to undergraduate students, it has strengthened the cooperation between the colleges and universities, and has served as an instrument to establish a strong mathematical identity. The students' wide recognition for their mathematical abilities is the highest prize that makes them to develop an ardor, often an obsession, for the competition. However, personal achievement cannot be imagined without the contribution, and therefore, acknowledgement of the student's university. Mathematical personal victory is identified with the victory of the college or university and the college or university is the only representative and collective body with the right to receive glory and awards
1 . When such an important competition has already been organized for 70 years in the area of mathematics, it is quite surprising that this has not been extended to other fields, and, in particular, physics. In Putnam's words: "... it is a curious fact that no effort has ever been made to organize contesting teams in regular college studies. All rewards for scholarship are strictly individual and are given in money, or in prizes or in honorable mention. No opportunity is offered a student by diligence and high marks in examinations to win or help in winning honor for his college. All that is offered to him is the chance of personal reward. Little appeal is made to high ideals or to unselfish motives."
And although there are several local competitions along these lines, I would like to bring to the attention of the physics community this failure to include such an important global activity among the large number of other ongoing activities.
We already know from the list of winners [4] in The Putnam Mathematical Competition that physics students value the competition highly. The list includes many students who became physicists and had a significant impact in the progress of physics: R.P. . Wouldn't these people have been even more enthusiastic to compete in a physics competition? I know from personal experience that this would be the case. I was fortunate enough to have won a prize in a national competition and participate subsequently in the XXIV International Mathematics Olympiad. However, I have always felt sorry that I had never had the chance to compete in a Physics Olympiad.
As in the case of mathematics, the benefits of a Physics Competition are hard to underestimate. The competition will promote scientific consciousness to undergraduate students, it will strengthen furthermore the cooperation between the colleges and universities, and it will serve as an instrument to establish strong physics identity. The students' wide recognition for their scientific abilities will make them to develop an ardor, perhaps even an obsession, for the competition and physics which, in turn, will serve as a means to increase the number of physics students with extraordinary talent in a time when such an outcome is highly desirable.
The examination will be constructed to test originality as well as technical competence. It is expected that the contestant will be familiar with the core courses embodied in undergraduate physics (Newtonian Physics, Relativity, Electricity and Magnetism, Thermodynamics, Statistical Physics, Quantum Mechanics). It is assumed that such training, designed for physical science majors, will include somewhat more sophisticated physical concepts than introductory physics. Thus, topics such as calculus of variations, linear algebra, etc. and subtleties beyond the routine solution devices are to be assumed. Questions will be included which cut across the bounds of various fields and self-contained questions which belong to more advanced areas may be included. It will be assumed that the contestant has acquired a familiarity with the body of physical lore and mathematics commonly discussed in physics clubs or in courses with titles such as Seminar on the Foundations of Quantum Mechanics. It is also expected that self-contained questions involving group theory, atomic and nuclear physics, etc. will not be entirely foreign to the contestant's experience.
The foregoing specifies a syllabus for a competition in theoretical physics. A separate syllabus, and perhaps a separate competition, may be established in experimental physics.
